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Case Report

Total Resection With Long-Term Globe Preservation for
Optic Pathway Glioma
Case Report and Review of the Literature
Hiroyuki Masuda＊ Kosuke Kondo Masaaki Nemoto
Daisuke Fukushima Syunpei Ando Nobuo Sugo
and Naoyuki Harada
Department of Neurosurgery (Omori), School of Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, Toho University

ABSTRACT: We report a case of optic pathway glioma (OPG) treated by full resection with long-term
globe preservation. A 3-year-old Asian boy with right exophthalmos and visual loss received a diagnosis of
right intraorbital tumor at another hospital and was referred to our department. Magnetic resonance images
showed a tumor localized from the intraorbital cavity to the optic nerve, without invasion of the globe or optic chiasm. The tumor was fully resected with the optic nerve, and the ophthalmic artery was preserved. After the operation, he was discharged with loss of vision and eye movement disorder but without other complications. The pathological diagnosis was pilocytic astrocytoma. Magnetic resonance images obtained 5
years after the operation confirmed the absence of tumor recurrence, preservation of globe form, and absence of enophthalmos and facial deformity. Total resection is associated with a good prognosis in patients
with an anteriorly located optic pathway glioma, as was confirmed in the present case. For cosmetic and
psychological reasons, surgical treatment for children should include globe preservation and maintenance of
globe blood flow.
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Optic pathway glioma (OPG) is relatively rare, account-

metic outcomes of globe-preserving OPG have not been

ing for 2% to 5% of all brain tumors in children. Most OPGs

adequately studied.７―９）We describe a pediatric case of ante-

develop in the first 10 years of life.１，２） About 70% of OPGs

riorly located OPG treated by full resection with long-term

are classified as neurofibromatosis type 1, while others are

globe preservation, and review the relevant literature.

sporadic.２） When OPGs develop in the chiasma or hypothalamus, surgical resection is limited,３）and chemotherapy

Case presentation

or radiotherapy is often performed.４―６） In contrast, anteri-

A 3-year-old Asian boy

orly located tumors localized from the intraorbital cavity

Chief complaint: Right visual loss

to the optic nerve can be fully resected, unless they reach

Present illness: At age 1 year, the patient developed

the chiasma, and long-term survival is likely.７） The cos-

gradually progressive disturbance of lateral gaze and
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Fig. 1 Preoperative MRI scans
A: T1-weighted image, B: T2-weighted image, C: fat-suppressed T1-weighted image
with gadolinium enhancement. The arrow indicates the intraorbital tumor. D: axial
image at optic chiasm level (T1-weighted image with gadolinium enhancement), E:
coronal image at optic chiasm level, F: sagittal image at optic chiasm level.

exophthalmos of the right eye. At age 3 years, his parents

mor invasion of the globe. The globe and ophthalmic ar-

noticed right visual loss, and brought him to a local hospi-

tery were preserved, and the tumor and intraorbital optic

tal for evaluation. Right intraorbital tumor was diagnosed,

nerve were resected. In the intracranial cavity, the tumor

and he was referred to our department.

was localized in the optic nerve anterior to the optic chi-

Past and family history: Unremarkable

asm (Fig. 2). The optic nerve was cut and fully resected

Neurological findings: He was conscious and exhibited

(Fig. 2C). The tumor was histopathologically diagnosed as

right exophthalmos, right eyelid swelling, and disturbance

a pilocytic astrocytoma. After the operation, exophthalmos

of right lateral gaze. Right visual acuity was limited to

improved, and he was discharged with blindness in the

light perception.

right eye and eye movement disorder but without neuro-

Physical findings: There were no café au lait macules,

logical deficits. MRI scans obtained 5 years after the opera-

skin neurofibroma, or Lisch nodule suggesting neurofibro-

tion confirmed the absence of tumor recurrence, preserva-

matosis 1.

tion of globe form, and absence of enophthalmos and facial

Imaging findings: Computed tomography (CT) showed
an isodense tumor lesion with regular margins in the right
orbital cavity. There was no acoustic tumor suggesting

deformity (Fig. 3).

Discussion

neurofibromatosis 2. T1- and T2-weighted magnetic reso-

The Dodge Classification is used to classify OPGs into 3

nance imaging (MRI) scans revealed an isointense tumor

stages according to anatomical location: Stage 1 tumors in-

in the right muscle cone (Fig. 1A, B). On fat-suppressed

volve only the optic nerves (Dodge I), Stage 2 tumors in-

T1-weighted images, the tumor was homogeneously visu-

volve the chiasm, with or without nerve involvement

alized by gadolinium (Fig. 1C). MRI indicated that the tu-

(Dodge II), and Stage 3 tumors involve the hypothalamus

mor did not invade the optic chiasm (Fig. 1D, E, F).

or other adjacent structures (Dodge III).１０，１１） OPG location

Surgical findings: The intraorbital tumor was resected.

is closely associated with clinical symptoms. Visual loss is

After right frontotemporal craniotomy, anterior clinoidec-

often observed in patients with Dodge I tumors mainly lo-

tomy was performed via the epidural space, for optic canal

cated in the orbital cavity, exophthalmos, strabismus. Pa-

unroofing. In the orbital cavity, examination of the space

tients with Dodge II or III intracranial tumors tend to de-

between the levator muscle and lateral rectus muscle ex-

velop endocrine abnormalities in addition to visual loss.８）

posed a white glossy hard tumor (Fig. 2). There was no tu-

Tumor location is also important in treatment planning.
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Fig. 2 Intraoperative photographs
A: intraorbital view. B: view of right frontotemporal craniotomy. C: view
of right frontotemporal craniotomy after tumor resection.
a: tumor, b: left optic nerve, c: right optic nerve and tumor, d: stump of
the cut right optic nerve

Fig. 3 Follow-up magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans 5 years after
surgery
A: T1-weighted image, B: T2-weighted image, C: fat-suppressed T1weighted image with gadolinium enhancement.

Surgery for Dodge III OPGs may injure the hypothalamus,

went tumor resection for an anteriorly located tumor and

visual apparatus, and vascular structures. Therefore, radi-

macroscopically normal chiasm, the 6 patients with no evi-

cal surgery is generally difficult, and chemotherapy or ra-

dence of pathological invasion of the chiasm did not experi-

１２）

Anteriorly located Dodge I

ence recurrence.７）However, globe preservation in surgical

tumors localized in a single optic nerve require surgery in

tumor resection has not been adequately evaluated. Cos-

patients with progressive disfiguring proptosis or blind-

metically, enucleation in children results in the long-term

ness.１３）In a study of surgery for OPGs, 50 of 87 patients un-

complications of enophthalmos and orbit deformation. Psy-

derwent surgery. The 10 patients (11%) who underwent

chologically, it induces anxiety, stress, and depression and

total tumor resection had anteriorly located tumors local-

interferes with patientsʼ future social participation.１４）When

diotherapy may be indicated.

６）

ized in the optic nerve and a 10-year survival rate of 95%.

artificial eyes are used in children, careful coping is neces-

Wright et al reported that among 9 patients who under-

sary for growth-associated changes in the shape and size
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of the eye socket.１４） Because of these problems, active
globe preservation is desirable in children with OPGs.
Previous studies of total resection for anteriorly located
tumors reported that some patients required enucleation
later. In a previous study of 9 patients with OPGs, 3 patients required enucleation during follow-up after total resection.７） One patient exhibited tumor growth into the vitreous and developed glaucoma. Another exhibited glioma
growth from a small amount of residual tumor that remained attached to the posterior surface of the globe after
the initial procedure. The other patient had multiple cystic
recurrences of the tumor. Thus, tumor growth or recurrence required enucleation in all 3 patients. A case report
described a 4-year-old boy who developed pain and severe
photophobia due to postoperative globe ischemia and later
required enucleation.９） In a study of 7 patients, enucleation
was necessary for 2 patients. One developed corneal perforation due to marked proptosis caused by intraorbital tumor growth. The other developed tractional retinal detachment after the initial operation and required enucleation.８） These studies suggest that the major causes of enucleation are tumor growth or recurrence and globe ischemia. Our patient had a Dodge I anteriorly located tumor,
which could be totally resected. In addition, ophthalmic artery blood flow could be preserved during surgery. These
characteristics may explain why long-term globe preservation was possible.

Conclusions
As in the present case, patients with anteriorly located
OPGs are candidates for total resection and have a good
prognosis. Because of its cosmetic and psychological benefits, surgery with active globe preservation and maintenance of globe blood flow is recommended for children.
Funding: None declared.
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